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We are all a year older now. 

Softer, wilder, breathless and breath-filled. 

We are all a year older now. 

Stories written on our faces, the artistry of spots and lines. 

We are all a year older now. 

Fences repaired, fences erected, fences removed. 

We are all a year older now. 

Ancestors visiting, visited, embodied, prayed to, dined with, 

sung to, laid to rest, born again. 

We are all a year older now. 

Feeling the sour anger, the churning rage, the looping 

confusion, the euphoria of companionship, the quiet 

contentment of simply being. We are shattered and scattered, 

and yet, trusting and hopeful, the valley of our heart deepened 

to make space. The Earth will fill us again. 

We are all a year older now. 

We know, are, and create bewildering beauty. 

We are all a year older now. 

Like trees, graceful, wise, and alive. 

Goodbye, 2021,  

Welcome, 2022.

https://shopceremonie.com/contribution/


WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and traditional 
territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus�ueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (S�uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations, 

otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator. 
 

13 months, 13 issues; a baker's dozen. A project rooted in trust and a labour of love. �ank you for everyone (you know who you are) 
who have walked with me each month via the UNSEEN Mag with enthusiasm, and thank you to everyone (you also know who you 

are) who have contributed generously.  
 

Welcome, 2022. 
 

I felt it to be both symbolic and literal that we start 2022 with an honouring of the menstrual cycle. As with last month's 
issue, this instalment is meant to be read slowly, tenderly, openly. It is undeniably a witch's issue. Sit with and in blood, sit 

with the energy of the Cosmos, from the place where Yin �ows. 
 

A few additional notes (more details in this issue): 
• $75 OFF Remote Shamanic Readings + Dream Interpretations 

• 20% OFF Aura + Skin Care 
• Evoking Your Business + Project Series Term 2 starts January 9 

• Writing with Spirit Retreat on Bowen Island is from January 21 - 24, and a few spots are available! 
 • Stay tuned for Lunar New Year announcements beyond this issue! 

 
 

With reverence, 
   
 
  
  

 Mimi Young 
Editor of Unseen Magazine + Founder of Ceremonie 

 
 
 
  
  

PS. I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine for your personal, 
non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and ta�ing of myself @shopceremonie and the 

corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by using the link to join my 
mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page. �ank you for honouring this so I 

can continue to bring this to you every month for free.  
 

Letter from the Editor
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Honouring  

our 

flow



January is the first month of the year 

and also a dark, wintry one (here in 

the Northern Hemisphere). 
Drawing parallels with lunar and 

menstrual cycles, January equates to 

the Dark Moon and the days of flow. 



The menstrual cycle in lunar medicine and general magick 

corresponds to the dark of the Moon, which amplified, 

corresponds to the dark of the year, Winter. According to 

the Wu Xing, the 5 elements of ancient Chinese esoterics 

that informs even disciplines today, such as Traditional 

Chinese Medicine, our menses corresponds to the Water 

Phase, the most Yin of all the phases. 

 

 

 

When one menstruates, she/they/he enters into their 

monthly winter, one that reconnects us to our inner 

landscape, where more often than not, we crave quiet, 

physical and emotional comforts, and rest. The days 

preceding our flow, we are often told we are ‘sensitive’, 
and indeed we are: intuitive, psychic, and deeply aware of 

below the surface tremors.  
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My days 26-28 in particular, I notice my 

instincts sharpen, my mind clouding, 

scent radar amplifying, and my body 

assuming the posture of shedding my 

internal skin. Like a serpent, I coil, hiss, 

bare my fangs, protect who and what I 

fiercely hold dear, and crave warm 

touch. My emotions and discernments, 

though at times exaggerated, are rarely 

wrong.   I retire for the evening roughly 2 

hours earlier than all my other days 

within my cycle. I awaken in the middle 

of the night either rousing my partner to 

make love, even if we just did hours 

prior, or lie there playing out scenarios 

relating to topics on my heart. My legs 

sometimes can feel like lead, belly bloats, 

head tightens, breasts swell, and cervix 

softens. I have come to rely and on 

expect myself to shift and shapeshift.  

 I yield. 

 



SAL
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20% 

OFF 

on Skin + Aura Care 

LE

U S E  P RO M O C O D E :  H E L L O2022  

Sale on until January 17, 11:59PM PST 

SHOP NOW

https://shopceremonie.com/skin-and-aura-care/


NON�FICTION 
 Blood, Bread and Roses 

by Judy Grahn 
 

 Womb Awakening 
 by Azra Bertrand M.D. and Seren Bertrand 

 
�e Great Cosmic Mother 

 by Monica Sjoo and Barbara Mor 
 

 Coming Home to Myself 
by Marion Woodman and Jill Mellick 

 
  

FICTION 
�e Red Tent 

by Ani�a Diamant 
 

  I Love Dick  
by Chris Kraus 

  
Crying in H Mart 
by Michelle Zauner 

  
How to Pronounce Knife: Stories 

by Souvankham �ammavongsa 
 

 Ghosts 
by Dolly Alderton 

 
Circe 

by Madeline Miller 
 
 

about bleeding or simply to enjoy during your menses

R E L AT I NG  TO  M E NST RUAT ION

RECOMMENDED READS
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SIGN UP

TERM 2 of  

EVOKING YOUR  

BUSINESS + PROJECT 

starts January 9, 2022!
If you weren't able to join us for Term 1 of EVOKING YOUR 

BUSINESS + PROJECT SERIES, but would love to join us for 

Term 2, I'm currently taking new enrolment. There will be an 

option to sign up for Term 2 independently, or you could also 

opt to download Term 1 as a self-study module.  

 

Benefit from a focused facilitation, learn from both business + 

occultic practical wisdom, and be held in community.  

 

Partial Scholarships are currently available. Please email 

info@shopceremonie.com to further inquire. Priority is given to 

BIPOCs, folks who are neurodiverse or have different abilities. 

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/evoking-your-business-project/


Term 2 TOPICS OF STUDY 

THE INVISIBLE NOW EMBODIED 

• You are Your Archetype 

• Cultivating Your Team and How to Afford It 

• Boundaries as Branding + Marketing 

• Real-It + You’ll Make It 

• Exceptional, Magickal Service 

• Self Care as Business Strategy 

• Forest for the Trees: Good is Good Enough > 

Perfection 

• Decolonized Marketing 

• Heart-Centered Content Creation 

• Cross Pollination + Brand Integration 

• Consequential PR 

• Timelines, Planning Launches, and the Sacred 

• When You’re Not Sure: Channeling Your Business’ 
Spirit Allies 

• Wu Xing, Chinese Astrology: Rhythms + Cycles For 

Businesses + Project Building 

• Wisdom of the Counsel + Solving Needs

Term 1 was about making the Invisible visible. 

In Term 2, we will be focusing on making the 

Invisible EMBODIED



$75 

 OFF
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REMOTE SHAMANIC 

READINGS  

 + DREAM 

INTERPRETATIONS

BOOK NOW

US E  P ROMO C ODE :  2022S P I R I T S  

Promocode valid until January 31, 11:59PM PST 

https://shopceremonie.com/skin-and-aura-care/skin-care/


US E  P ROMO C ODE :  2022S P I R I T S  

Promocode valid until January 31, 11:59PM PST 

$75 

OFF

REMOTE SHAMANIC 

READINGS  

 +  DREAM 

INTERPRETATIONS
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"Highly recommend a session 

with Mimi! I listened to mine 

back a year later and it was 

incredibly accurate and just 

as potent listening back." 
—Katie Buemann 

@realrebelpodcast

BOOK NOW

https://shopceremonie.com/skin-and-aura-care/skin-care/


The best business decision I have ever made is to 

block off my calendar when I am on my days 26-3. I 

do not work those days. I don’t take calls, offer 

readings, write curriculum, fulfill skin + aura care 

orders. I’ve learned to pay attention to what moves 

up and through me during these days. I am an 

antenna, a channel, a tuning fork. I am an attentive 

student. The spirits are especially talkative during 

those times. And who I am as a human, also speaks 

loudly. Any sense of longing, outpouring of tears, 

fits of rage, and heart-feelings are what I pay special 

attention to. Some months my menses brings up the 

theme of money wounds, other months the worries 

of parenting, and yet others the sore points in a 

marriage. My menses reminds me of my humanity. I 

listen to what she has to say. I collect information.  

 

 



Since red tents don’t exist in our 

culture, it is up to me to create the 

next best thing: days off self-

employed work, more leisure time, 

more time to be present to self and 

family, permission to feel, scheduled 

body work with practitioners, soups, 

herbs, and raw chocolate  

 (see More Menses Resources). 
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WRITING  

WITH SPIRIT 

WINTER RETREAT

January 21-24, 2022

RETREAT DETAILS

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/writing-with-spirit-retreat/
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The WRITING WITH SPIRIT RETREAT welcomes an 

intimate group of 13 attendees to explore the intersection 

of writing and the supernatural by unwrapping the words 

that are already contained within and to call them forth 

with clarity and boldness. We’ll discuss supportive writing 

techniques, powerful esoteric tools, and will be actively 

collaborating with our intuition and the Great Mystery. 

Open to anyone who is needing space, desires a heightened 

embodiment, and a safe container to focus on their inner 

(and outer) work.  
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SIGN UP

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/writing-with-spirit-retreat/


SIGN UP

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/writing-with-spirit-retreat/


RETREAT DETAILS

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/writing-with-spirit-retreat/


SIGN UP

AREAS OF WRITING EXPLORATION 

Embodied Writing with Shamanic Art Therapy: 
∙Calling your authentic voice 

∙Enhancing intuition and clarity 

∙Magnify creative juices / new perspectives 

∙Releasing expectations and perfectionism 

∙Fruitfulness > Productivity 

Spirit-Collaborative Writing: 
∙Hearing our ancestors and other spirit allies 

∙Writing as channeling and psychic mediumship 

Writing as Shamanic Spirit and Time Travel: 
∙Writing to clarify, to witness, to retrieve, to redefine 

Writing for Self-Regulation, Self-trust, and Future Potentials:  
∙Seeing lessons, embracing ‘failure’, taking risk 

∙Finding the languages/voices you don’t yet speak 

Writing as Magick:  
∙Writing as spellwork

.......................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2022    |    UNSEEN     

WRITING  

WITH SPIRIT  

RETREAT 

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/writing-with-spirit-retreat/


Herbs (and other foods) are my menstrual allies. Something I’ve 
learned from my mother, I’m in the habit of drinking infusions 
and adding them to broths/soups regularly. Plants to nourish, 
tone, to regulate, to soothe. 
 
Cod liver oil for heart health and regulating the monthly �ow. 
When I want to take a break from �sh-based oils, grinding �ax 
seed and adding them to dressings, baked goods, or straight up 
in my mouth also does the trick. Regular consumption of EFAs 
also help prevent vaginal dryness. 
 
Nettle is supportive for when I have heavy bleeds, as the herb 
has an anti-hemorrhagic e�ect. I also like drinking Nettle 
regularly because it can clear auras (if you’re prone to picking 
up others’ energy, this herb is for you!), so drinking Nettle 
infusions from my days 24-3, when I am receptive and porous, is 
a life saver, especially. Since Nettle helps clear auras, it should
not come as a surprise that it can also address pre-menses 
related bloating / water retention. 
 
Motherwort is helpful when I experience cramps and emotional 
roller coasters. �is is not to say that Motherwort will mask or 
silence my emotions, but sometimes what one feels can be too 
much, and this herb o�ers some reprieve. Take note for 
menstruators who are prone to �ooding as Motherwort thins 
the blood and can increase extra �ow.  
 
When my mother entered her late forties and early ��ies, when 
her cycle to be more erratic,  Dong �uai became her adaptogen 
of choice. Note her main ‘complaint’ was the unpredictable 
cycles rather than �broids or �ooding (which one would avoid 
Dong �uai).  
 
Seaweeds (kelp in particular) were staple vegetables in my 
Taiwanese household growing up. Kelp is an e�ective ally when 
experiencing slu�ish digestion. I enjoy brining it in Hong Xiao 
dishes. 
 
If I am particularly irritable, and it’s showing up on my skin, 
then two weeks of Burdock (in my cooking and/or infusions) 
can cool my liver (responsible for anger and irritation) and clear 
skin.  
 
A body oil of Geranium and Yarrow in your carrier of choice 
(Avocado and Sesame are so lovely!) makes a luscious medicine 
that can be rubbed on breasts, lower belly, pubic area, upper 
and lower back.  

Feeling lonely and wanting to be le� alone at the same time is a 
normal thing when approaching one’s Day 1.  
 
 
*      *      *  
 
Day 1 gloriously descends. And by descension, it is an arrival, a 
reminder that I am not a sterile, prepackaged being of a Barbie 
doll society expects of me. �e blood can �uctuate from dark to 
bright, thin or viscose, and I bleed, bleed, bleed. It has an 
animal-scent, which I do not mind, but mammalian 
nonetheless. 
 
If I am not paying attention, like the Water Element, it will �nd 
its way downward, taking the path of least resistance. Unaware 
drops of sticky blood on toilet seats or the shower �oor, 
constipation followed by diarrhea, outbursts of �atulence, 
voracious appetite, un�uenchable thirst, breath rises and falls… 
I am reminded that I am an unruly animal, nothing delicate or 
tidy about me during these days of �ow. I am carnal, smelly, 
�tful, hungry, and wild. �at mammals are my cousins. �at 
plants are my ancestors. With each bleed, I am invited back to 
the Earth.  
 
  
*      *      *  
 
In my mother tongue, the word menses is 月經  (Yueh Jing) 
meaning Always or Regular Moon. A Moon that is always— 
within me, and another one in the sky. 
 
 
*      *      *  
 
 
With each Moon, I give birth to energy. 
 
 
 *      *      *  
 
It is nearly impossible not to stain something with each menses: 
bedding, undergarments, pants, towels.  
 
An old friend taught me to take an ice cube and rub the bloody 
stain with it. Rub, rub, rub, with the weave of the fabric, and 
slowly but surely, the blood will li�. When most of the blood 
has faded, I then use an old fashioned bar of Marseille 
bicarbonate soap to wash away the rest. 
 

M Y  FAVOU R I T E  T I M E  OF  T H E  MON T H

FEATURE STORY
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This story is designed to flow 

(pun intended) into each 

page and crevice of this 

issue. The entire January 

issue is meant to be the 

'Feature Story'. Here are 

some more thoughts about 

my Moon Time. 
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Ritual 1: Garden / House Plant Offerings 
I o�er prayers and words of devotion to my houseplants as I 
water them with my �ow. Sometimes I weave additional 
devotions and invite domestic spirits (o�en tree or location-
based) to partake as well. �e minerals nourish them. 
 
 
Ritual 2: Protection + Boundaries 
It’s not just the blood of Christ that holds power. Your blood is 
also protective and territorial, more so than pheromones and 
piss. From blood, life is birthed and lost. Sprinkle some of the 
diluted �ow around your doormat or other entrance, and focus
on the energies you want to hold and hold the vision of 
repelling unwelcomed energies.  
 
 
 *      *      *  
 
  
How I used to sigh with relief when my menses arrived, and 
years later, when my partner and I were trying to conceive, how 
gutting it was when the blood began to �ow. 
 
  
  
 *      *      *  
 
�e Crone does not bleed because she fully embodies (among 
other things) her own animal and plant wisdom. She does not 
need a cyclic reminder.
 
  
 *      *      *  
 
  
Likewise, those who menstruate can connect to the same cosmic 
force via the Moon. �e New Moon as menses, the Waxing as 
follicular, the Full Moon as ovulation, and Waning as luteal.  
 
Place water under the Full Moon or New Moon overnight for it 
to be energized into “blood”. 
 
  
▢ 

M Y  FAV O U R I T E  T I M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H  

FEATURE STORY

Continued.. . 
 
  
 I bleed to the New Moon.  
 
 
 *      *      *  
 
 
 My dreams during these sacred days of the cycle are feverish, 
rabid, ever so pointed, though not always clear with practical 
meaning, not that it needs to be practical. With that said, 
Mugwort tisane before bed, as well as my Astral Dream Aura 
Mist sprayed before bed and upon waking supports the bridging 
of subconscious to conscious meaning tremendously. A little 
goes a long way. �e plant trinity contained within each bottle 
know what they are doing. 
 
 
 *      *      *  
 
  
I have a large basket dedicated to menstrual supplies: washable 
and disposable pads, tampons, rice-�lled heating pads and hot 
water bottle, Moon oil to rub the tender and achy areas, Arnica, 
an extra bottle of Astral Dream Mist, and other necessities.
Sometimes, I even tuck a special candle in the month prior, so 
that the following cycle, I am ‘surprised’ with the little gi�. 
 
  
 *      *      *  
  
  
“Don’t do anything stupid with boys now,” my mother said to 
my 12 year old self when I told her I was on my moon for the 
�rst time.  
  
 
*      *      *  
  
 
I collect my menstrual blood. I wear washable menstrual pads, 
and I soak the worn pads in shallow pans of lukewarm water. 
�e blood �oats, then sink to the bottom of the pan, like ink. I 
then wring out the pads, and set them aside for washing. �e 
bloody water remains, and I use them right away, or freeze them 
in half-�lled jars to use later (yes, I freeze my menstrual blood; 
if I have ever doubted that I am a witch, I just need to open my 
freezer haha). Collecting it in a diva cup and then pouring the 
blood directly into a jar also works. Store in fridge for a couple 
of days or freeze for longer term storage.  
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M Y  FAV O U R I T E  T I M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H

FEATURE STORY

MORE MENSES RESOURCES 
 
 
Glow Chocolate 
Vancouver-based, woman-owned, sugar-free 
and low-sugar raw, vegan chocolates that 
ships across North America 
 
Aisle 
Reusable pads and underwear that lasts 
 
Marseille Soap 
�is variety is stain-removing and contains 
bicarbonate 
 
Ceremonie's Dream Mist 
To tap into one's intuitive and psychic skills, 
while awake or asleep 
 
Ceremonie's Terrain Energized Body Oil 
Promotes anchoring and embodiment 
 
Braised Seaweed 
Recipes can be found on Nourishing 
Immunity On-Demand E�Course  
 
Herbs for infusing 
Gaia Garden 
Harmonic Arts 
Mountain Rose Herbs 
 
Jessie's Potions - Period Pain Tincture 
Also Vancouver-based, made by in small 
batches by a witch-herbalist 
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https://www.glowchocolate.love/
https://periodaisle.ca/
https://savon-de-marseille.ca/boutique/en/savonnerie-le-serail/marseille-soap-stain-removing-bar-80g-with-bicarbonate-p134/
https://shopceremonie.com/shop/astral-dream-mist/
https://shopceremonie.com/shop/energized-body-oil-terrain-grounding/
https://shopceremonie.com/shop/nourishing-immunity-recipes/
https://mountainroseherbs.com/
https://harmonicarts.ca/
https://www.gaiagarden.com/
https://www.jessiespotions.com/shop/period-pain-serum


P ODCAST 

SP OT LIGHT

In this issue, I would like to present to you an interview I had with Ella 
Isakov, a yoga therapist and medical intuitive, on her podcast, Spirit Moves. 
�is recording o�ers structure and containment, with clear �uestions and 

answers that relate to my work and relationship with the spirits.

SPIRIT MOVES
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https://podyssey.fm/podcast/itunes1538348283/episode24210830-Young-Shamanism-Elements-Power-Plants-Spirit-Moves


T HE SONG SI NGS  I TSE LF 
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Considering this issue of UNSEEN Mag is devoted to menstruation, a song titled Scarlette 
seems appropriate. Written, produced and sung by Sevdaliza, a Persian-Dutch artist, I love 

how her music reminds me what it means to be human: complex, alive, full of 
contradictions, and inde�nable. 

Scarlette by Sevdaliza

https://open.spotify.com/track/6fE8tfq0JD69Zixk4mAR6L?si=mv6KXf8USNizbGmO9X9YLw&dl_branch=1
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SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL

~ 
 MIMI YOUNG 

UNSEEN MAGAZINE is a by-donation monthly 

resource that is entirely put together by myself. If this 

issue has served you in any capacity, consider making 

a contribution so I can continue to make this offering 

accessible to all.

https://shopceremonie.com/contribution/
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